
Minutes of SAPU meeting – 10.02.2022

Meeting time (CET): 15:00

Place: Eilert Sund auditorium 4

Attending: Jake, Olivia, Tatjana, Lara, Kristoffer, Anders, Regine, Malene, Stine, Magnus F,

Magnus R, Elias, Anna

Agenda

1. Approval of notice and minute of meetings

APPROVED

2. Report from all positions

2.1 Financial responsible

Not attending, but budget has been approved - waiting for money to arrive,
but this might take a while. Will be followed closely.

2.2 Communication responsible

BA: nothing new to report, but new case: the BA wants to go to eastern
Europe - has been done before, but by SAF. We will have a meeting after to
plan: Magnus R, Anders, Stine, Jake, Tatjana, Kristoffer

MA: MA 2nd year extensions will be sending a letter to the study admin to
hear about the possibility of a thesis extension

2.3 Communication Responsible for International Students

Biweekly meeting for the people on fieldwork is being worked on - excel sheet
on time differences, schedule etc.
2nd year MA having a similar meeting Monday - on zoom. Jake will check it
out.
Movie nights - open for both MA and BA. Looking for



documentary/ethnographic film recommendations.

2.4 Program Council representatives

Not present

2.5 Department Board representatives

Have heard some more about guidelines about student participation in the
institute and pay. Will get an official response soon.

2.6 SVSU representative

Nothing new to report.
Studentparliamentsrådet meeting today:
What do we want to bring up?
The main point being discussed is the English notes for meetings. We suggest
discussing the reading hall door in Eilert Sund - why is it locked? This also is
relatable to the 12th floor in NT.

2.7 Study activity responsible

Have started reading nights for BAs, very good attendance! Some people
might not have gotten the notice that it's both on Monday and Wednesday.
MAs attending has been a little bit down, but altogether good.
Rebranding reading night to study night - approved by unison vote
Anthrobreakfast - still happening, 4 people have been confirmed. Øivind
lecture has also been set up - Thomas Hylland Eriksen might do foreword - it is
looking exciting!

2.8 Social Media Coordinator

Posted the first interview - adding a new site to the website to put the
interviews on. Interview with BA coming up. Still need fun facts, quotes,
memes etc.

2.9 SAF (UIO Students of Social Anthropology)

Not attending today
2.10 ASA

Meeting has been cancelled, so will update the next meeting.

3. BA and MA - cases and wishes, who decides what?



3.1. A continuation of the last meetings debate

BA has had no issues with hybrid/digital/physical - and so we need to keep

certain issues in mind when we vote - one issue won't be relatable to

everyone.

Recruitment is needed for BA in SAPU. Several suggestions of using study

night for this, and getting the word out in all levels.  It is difficult for a 1st year

to know the 2nd and 3rd year, many students and many people to try and

contact. We, therefore, need to find people who have contacts at several

levels to join etc. Will be voted and discussed more next meeting.

We need to have a proper “word keeper” - this will be sorted at the next

meeting. In general, we will be asking for notes on the cases brought up, as

well as time limits on the discussion to keep the meeting more streamlined

and efficient.

4. Bylaws for SAPU - a revision is needed (Malene)

We need to edit our bylaws. Taskforce: Magnus R, Magnus F, Jake, Malene, Loraine,

Oda?



5. Anthropress, SAF and SAPU - wrong information published on SIO (Magnus F)

Case: SAF and Anthropress  doesnt exist on the SIO website, and there has been a lot

of confusion surrounding this - both with booking and people finding us. The contact

information is also outdated for SAPU, as Vegard, although part of SAPU, isn't officially

in any role - Stine should be on there.

Elias: Due to SiO thinking we don't exist, there has been a lot of mess on this part for a

long time.  Stine will contact SiO to get this fixed.

6. President and Vice-President, MA & BA and planning for it now

Planning for the fall and Malene and Stine doing fieldwork - recruitment needed, as

discussed earlier in the meeting.

7. Any other matters

On the topic of bylaws - we need a before and after - Malene has saved the before.

Time use - “ordstyrer” is needed. Do a trial for next time with the suggestions we have

discussed and see where it goes from here.

10.02.2022

Secretary/Vice-President



Malene Melbye


